
Cabuchon Bathforms 
 
Custom baths 
 
Each Cabuchon Bathforms bath is handmade and custom built for each specific order, 
combining good taste, comfort, elegance and functionality with classic styling for both 
traditional and contemporary designs.   
 
During the past 25 years we have been pioneering developments in composites to 
produce materials unique for our bath products.   
 
The material from which a bath is made affects not only its aesthetics and therefore its 
potential for design, but its fundamental functioning, comfort, safety, cleaning and of 
course its durable life. 
 
FICORE has been developed by us to overcome the shortcomings of acrylic, glass fibre 
and vitreous enameled bath materials while retaining their advantages.   
• It is stronger and more rigid than any other non-metal bath materials.   
• As a fused composite it cannot delaminate or lose its structural integrity.   
• It retains heat considerably longer than other bath materials, and permits more 

clearly defined detail lines, tighter radii and curves.   
• It is resistant to most acids and alkalis, and to cigarette burns. 
 
FICORE is more difficult to damage, but is fully repairable, unlike other bath materials.   
 
Dimensions – the first criterion in many bathrooms is the space available for a bath.  
One of the properties of FICORE is that it permits us to modify the external dimensions 
of rectangular and square baths models and panels.  On many baths we are able to 
modify the internal depth, the deck rim height and width, and many other features. 
 
Bespoke baths 
 
Cabuchon Bathforms parent company Design and Form Limited has specialised 
worldwide in the production of bespoke baths for one-off or small-number projects for 
almost 25 years.   
 
Using our own composite materials FICORE or VITRITE

 we will design and build that 
special bath, or the bath needed to fil l that awkward or unusual space!  VITRITE is a 
composite of ten different materials cast and chemically fused.  It is NOT laminated or 
bonded, and so cannot come apart or crack on impact. 
 
Despite its hardness of surface it remains always tactile and warm to the touch.  It is 
resistant to most chemicals including acid or alkaline solutions which neither acrylic or 
vitreous enamel can withstand.  Its high insulation means that your bath water remains 
hot for considerably longer than standard cast resins. 
 
Bath colours  
 
We consistently match colours for all current brands, and many past, of ceramic sanitary 
ware.  We can also match colour tiles, paints, textiles or marble base colours.     
 
Bath finishes 
 
Our baths can be finished in high gloss or matt, or the external surface can be primed 
ready for you own finishing application. 
 
Each FICORE and VITRITE bath comes with our 25 year Guarantee. 
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